**Beautiful Ruins*** by Jess Walter (WALTER J)
**Sing, Unburied, Sing**
by Jesmyn Ward (WARD J)
**Before I Go to Sleep***
by S.J. Watson (WATSON S)
**The Underground Railroad***
by Colson Whitehead (WHITEHEA C)
**Before We Were Yours***
by Lisa Wingate (WINGATE L)
**The Storied Life of A.J. Fikry**
by Gabrielle Zevin (ZEVIN G)

**Nonfiction**
**When*** by Daniel Pink (153.7 PIN)
**Quiet*** by Susan Cain (155.232 CAI)
**Outliers*** by Malcolm Gladwell (302.14 GLA)
**Between the World and Me***
by Ta-Nehisi Coates (305.8 COA)
**Evicted*** by Matthew Desmond (339.4 DES)
**Being Mortal**
by Atul Gawande (362.17 GAW)
**The Boys in the Bunkhouse***
by Dan Barry (362.3 BAR)
**The Radium Girls***
by Kate Moore (363.17 MOO)
**Lab Girl*** by Hope Jahren (570.92 JAH)
**The Soul of an Octopus**
by Sy Montgomery (594 MON)
**When Breath Becomes Air***
by Paul Kalanithi (616.9942 KAL)

**This Blessed Earth**
by Ted Genoways (630.9782 GEN)
**The Broken Circle**
by Enjeela Ahmadi-Miller (920 AHMADI E)
**Born a Crime** by Trevor Noah (920 NOAH T)
**Wild*** by Cheryl Strayed (920 STRAYED C)
**Educated***
by Tara Westover (920 WESTOVER T)
**Nothing Daunted***
by Dorothy Wickenden (921 WIC)
**Dead Wake*** by Erik Larson (940.4 LAR)
**The Dressmaker of Khair Khana***
by Gayle Tzemach Lemmon (958.1 TZE)
**The Lost City of the Monkey God***
by Douglas Preston (972.85 PRE)
**Killers of the Flower Moon***
by David Grann (976.6 GRA)

*Available in large print

Many of these titles are also held by the library as audio CDs, e-books or e-audiobooks. Check the library catalog for availability.

These book club favorites are available for check out individually or as a set. They can be checked out for six weeks and renewed up to two times.

Titles not on this list may be available for loan from other Iowa libraries (allow 6-8 weeks for delivery).

Ask us about book club discussion questions, author information, and resources for choosing future titles for your group. Please visit the Adult Services desk for more information.

Supported by the Ames Public Library Friends Foundation.
Fiction

The Handmaid’s Tale*  
by Margaret Atwood (ATWOOD M)

A Man Called Ove*  
by Fredrik Backman (BACKMAN F)

The Paris Architect*  
by Charles Belfoure (BELFOURE C)

The Immortalists*  
by Chloe Benjamin (BENJAMIN C)

The Girls in the Picture*  
by Melanie Benjamin (BENJAMIN M)

The Readers of Broken Wheel Recommend  
by Katarina Bivald (BIVALD K)

Fahrenheit 451  
by Ray Bradbury (BRADBURY R)

Ready Player One by Ernest Cline (CLINE E)

The House Girl*  
by Tara Conklin (CONKLIN T)

The Language of Flowers*  
by Vanessa Diffenbaugh (DIFFENBA V)

June Bug*  
by Chris Fabry (FABRY C)

We Are All Completely Beside Ourselves*  
by Karen Joy Fowler (FOWLER J)

The Fault in Our Stars*  
by John Green (GREEN J)

Homegoing*  
by Yaa Gyasi (GYASI Y)

Exit West*  
by Mohsin Hamid (HAMID M)

The Nightingale*  
by Kristin Hannah (HANNAH K)

The Last Child by John Hart (HART J)

Eleanor Oliphant Is Completely Fine*  
by Gail Honeyman (HONEYMAN G)

Bottomland by Michelle Hoover (HOOVER M)

The Quickening  
by Michelle Hoover (HOOVER M)

And the Mountains Echoed*  
by Khaled Hosseini (HOSSEINI K)

The Orphan’s Tale*  
by Pam Jenoff (JENOFF P)

News of the World*  
by Paulette Jiles (JILES P)

An American Marriage*  
by Tayari Jones (JONES T)

When She Woke*  
by Hillary Jordan (JORDAN H)

The Unlikely Pilgrimage of Harold Fry*  
by Rachel Joyce (JOYCE R)

Flight Behavior*  
by Barbara Kingsolver (KINGSOLV B)

Defending Jacob*  
by William Landay (LANDAY W)

Pachinko*  
by Min Jin Lee (LEE M)

How It All Began by Penelope Lively (LIVELY P)

The Flight of Gemma Hardy*  
by Margot Livesey (LIVESEY M)

Little Wolves*  
by Thomas Maltman (MALTMAN T)

Station Eleven*  
by Emily St. John Mandel (MANDEL E)

The Tattooist of Auschwitz*  
by Heather Morris (MORRIS H)

Little Fires Everywhere*  
by Celeste Ng (NG C)

My Name is Mary Sutter*  
by Robin Oliveira (OLIVEIRA R)

The Art Forger*  
by Barbara Shapiro (SHAPIRO B)

One Perfect Day*  
by Lauraine Snelling (SNELLING L)

The Art of Racing in the Rain*  
by Garth Stein (STEIN G)

Olive Kitteridge*  
by Elizabeth Strout (STROUT E)

The Year We Left Home*  
by Jean Thompson (THOMPSON J)

A Gentleman in Moscow*  
by Amor Towles (TOWLES A)

A Spool of Blue Thread*  
by Anne Tyler (TYLER A)